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Abstract. Pleiades images are distributed with 50cm ground sampling distance (GSD) instead of
74cm GSD listed in the header data of the used image. Nevertheless the analysis of the used image
zoomed to 50cm GSD is on a similar level as comparable optical space images with an original
ground resolution close to 50cm. By bias corrected RPC-orientation with 30 ground control points
a satisfying sub-pixel accuracy has been reached.
Previous mapping tests with other space images confirmed the general rule of thumb for mapping with aerial or space images of 0.1mm required GSD in the map scale. Because of the good
Pleiades image restoration with the zoomed 50cm GSD the generation of topographic maps 1:5000
is possible. In a test area north of Istanbul, covering the centre of an old small city, maps have
been generated by on-screen digitizing of Pleiades ortho images. Because of the small and not
regular buildings and several trees occluding parts of buildings and streets this area is difficult to
be mapped. The standard building width is just in the range of 10m. The mapping with pansharpened and with panchromatic images is leading to nearly similar results, the colour mainly is
speeding up the object identification. An independent second mapping showed some differences of
approximately 1% of the buildings and few differences at narrow streets, partly occluded by vegetation. Some mistakes are caused by mistaken parking places as buildings especially in the panchromatic image. Such an error would not happen with stereoscopic data acquisition, but it could
also be avoided if missing building shadows would be respected. Most incorrect street parts could
be clarified by intensive check of the images. Nevertheless the result corresponds to the content of
a topographic map 1:5000 or even a larger scale.
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1. Introduction
The generation of topographic maps today is a data acquisition in a GIS, nevertheless it is named
mapping. The ground resolution of very high resolution optical satellites has been improved continuously over last years. With 0.5m GSD of Pleiades we have a ground resolution overlapping with
aerial images, so it is just a cost benefit question if space or aerial optical images shall be used for
topographic mapping including ortho image generation.
For supervision of large construction projects going on in the area north of Istanbul (figure 1) a
Pleiades 1A images was used. Independent from these projects in the area of an old city (figure 2)
the possibilities of mapping and map update has been tested. With just one image only an on-screen
digitizing with an ortho image is possible. It has to be respected that the geometric location is only
correct on the height level of the used digital terrain model (DTM) with points on the bare ground.
Especially building roofs are displaced against the base – for an eave height of 8m the displacement
is 1.4m or close to 3 GSD in the delivered image and this cannot be neglected.
The used Pleiades image has an incidence angle of 10.2° (figure 3) with the view very close to
the north direction. Corresponding to this, in the header data the GSD across orbit is listed with
0.749m across track and with 0.732m along track. The distributed image is zoomed to 0.50m GSD.
For this reason the zoomed image has been analyzed for the effective resolution.
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Figure 1. Overview of used Pleiades image
(colour channels red, green, blue)

Figure 2. Detail of Pleiades pan-sharpened image
with detailed project area

Figure 3. Imaging
constellation

2. Radiometric image quality
Pleiades images are distributed with 50cm GSD instead of approximately 70cm GSD for original
nadir images. Airbus DS justifies this with not loosing quality by the different required sampling
steps. The effect of the zooming to the radiometric image quality has to be checked. This was done
with a sequence of images by edge analysis [3] [4]. The edge spread function can be influenced by
image sharpening and this has been done for Pleiades images and others. An image sharpening is
raising the image noise, so also the signal to noise relation (SNR) has to be investigated. This again
can be influenced by filtering which also has been done by Airbus DS [5]. Filtering can influence
small image details, so also details of comparable images have to be analyzed. Another method of
radiometric image analysis is proposed by Crété-Roffet et al. [1] by comparing the original image
with the image smoothed by average filter in horizontal and separately in vertical direction. By
comparison of normalized grey value differences of neighboured pixels a blur coefficient is computed. Original sharp images shall have larger blur coefficients as not sharp images. Figure 4 shows
the factor for effective resolution, determined by edge analysis, in ascending sequence together with
the blur coefficient and also the SNR. The factor for effective resolution has been shown as reasonable tool for the image quality [3], confirmed by visual comparison, and has a real meaning. On the
other hand the blur coefficient has nearly no correlation with the effective resolution and the visual
image quality. The blur coefficient has for some poor images from an UAV camera with 0.31 correctly a smaller value as for most listed space images, but good IKONOS and WorldView-2 images
with a factor for the effective resolution of 0.8 and smaller have even smaller blur coefficients. That
means the blur coefficient propagated in computer vision cannot be used for space images.
The radiometric image quality has been compared in detail between Pleiades, WorldView-1,
QuickBird and IKONOS images in the test field Zonguldak [4]. The factor for effective resolution
determined by edge analysis for all channels is in the range of 0.9 for Pleiades images with 50cm
respectively 2m GSD, meaning that the effective resolution corresponds to 45cm GSD for panchromatic and 1.8m for multispectral images. For the images taken by the other satellites in the test
field Zonguldak the factor is in the range of 1.0 for the original images.
Also the SNR for Pleiades images is better as for the other, so a comparison of image details was
required. The comparison showed that in Pleiades image details are better as in WorldView-1 with
0.5m geometric resolution and also better as in QuickBird images with 0.62m GSD. IKONOS has
also a good image quality, but the details with 1.0m GSD are not shown as with 50cm GSD (details
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in [4]). That means Pleiades images distributed with 50cm GSD, zoomed from 70cm original GSD,
have similar radiometric image quality as other space images with 50cm original geometric resolution.

Figure 4: factor for effective resolution, blur coefficient and signal to noise relation 0.01 of some images

3. Image orientation
As nearly for all very high resolution optical satellites, Pleiades images are distributed together with
rational polynomial coefficients (RPC), expressing the direct sensor orientation by a relation of
third order polynomials [2]. For Pleiades 1A the standard deviation of the ground coordinates X and
Y as function of the image coordinates and the direct sensor orientation is given as in the range of
4m. For mapping purposes in the scale range 1:5000 this is not satisfying. In addition some problems exist with the datum of the used national coordinate system. These problems can be solved by
bias corrected RPC orientation with ground control points (GCP). For bias correction usually an
affine transformation is used, requiring at least 3 GCP for the 6 unknowns. With 30 GCP a satisfying number exist, covering a height range from 8m up to 206m.

unknowns
2

RMSX

RMSY

Bias correction by shift
0.34m
0.36m

average
0.35m

Bias correction by affine transformation
6
0.33m
0.35m
0.34m
Bias correction only with significant
affine parameters
3
0.33m
0.35m
0.34m

Figure 5. Residuals at 30 GCP

3

Bias correction by affine parameters
+ correction of view direction
8
0.31m
0.35m
0.33m
Table 1. Root mean square differences at GCP
depending upon used bias correction
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As standard a bias correction by affine transformation is used. The Hannover program
RAPORIO, used for the bias corrected RPC orientation, checks the significance of the used parameters and allows an adjustment just with the required affine parameters. In addition the view direction
can be improved. Table 1 shows the corresponding root mean square differences for the X (RMSX)
and the Y ground coordinates (RMSY). Even just with bias correction by shift only negligible larger
residuals appear. The size of approximately 0.7 GSG (related to 50cm GSD) or 0.5 geometric GSD
(0.74m) is satisfying for the used point definition by topographic objects. In any case it is totally
enough for mapping purposes.
4. Mapping

Figure 6. Pan-sharpened Pleiades image of centre test area, lower right: typical ground view
The Pleiades images with effective 50cm GSD, or even a little better, are corresponding to analogue
aerial images with a scale 1:25 000, based on the effective resolution of analogue images of approximately 20µm. This was a common image scale for analogue photogrammetry. On the first
view it is not easy to recognize if the image (figure 6) is a digital aerial or space image.
As for nearly all very high resolution space images the colour channels of Pleiades have four
times lower resolution as the panchromatic channel. Colour images are generated by pansharpening. The pan-sharpening of Pleiades images is complicated by the spectral range of the panchromatic channel including parts of the near infrared (figure 7). By this reason a modified Brovey
transformation has been used for the pan-sharpening of figure 6, subtracting parts of the NIR radiation from the panchromatic channel (formula 1). With the selectable values F and MF a colour im4
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age can be generated which is optimal for the data acquisition – this must not correspond to the
original colour image (figure 1).
(1) Modified Brovey transformation
DNb /DNg /DNr /DNNIR/DNpan = digital numbers (grey values) of blue, green, red and near infrared
channel, F = selectable factor for influence of NIR channel, MF = correction factor for brightness
Figure 7: Spectral sensitivity of Pleiades channels
PA = panchromatic
B0 = blue
B1 = green
B2 = red
B3 = near infrared (NIR)

Source: Airbus DS
An on-screen digitizing has been made by an operator from BIMTAS for a well defined area
with the panchromatic image (black and white) and independently by another operator with the pansharpened image. Table 2 shows the statistics of the results. A comparison with WorldView-2 images in Google Earth with effective resolution of 0.55m GSD can clarify some of the object identification problems. Caused by compression the WorldView-2 image is not better, but different sun
azimuth and elevation gives additional information.
object
Panchromatic image
Pan-sharpened image
Building
3247
3317
Play ground
3
4
Mosque
3
6
Parking area
29
34
Sport field
34
31
Swimming pool
70
70
Undefined object
28
31
Table 2. Mapping with panchromatic and pan-sharpened image

Difference
+70
+1
+3
+5
-3
0
+3

On the first view there is a small advantage of mapping with the pan-sharpened image, but the
2% more buildings digitized with the pan-sharpened image partly are caused by separating building
annexes. In addition some parking places have been identified as buildings and reverse. The major
differences between both mappings are caused by the interpretation of the operators and not by
missing colour information for panchromatic mapping (see overlay of both mapping results in figure 8 and 9). In figure 8 the shape files of the pan-sharpened mapping are overlaid to the shape files
from panchromatic mapping, reverse in figure 9 lower right. Some reddish buildings show that
some buildings are not mapped by means of the pan-sharpened buildings, nevertheless the statistics
in table 2 and a reversed priority of presentation of presentation show that even more buildings are
only mapped with the pan-sharpened image. A window of the overlays is shown in figure 9.
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Figure 8. Overlay of mapping with panchromatic and with pan-sharpened mapping

Figure 9: Detail of the overlay with marked differences – same annotation as figure 8, lower right in
reversed overlay
6
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The detail of the overlay of all generated shape files in figure 9 shows that the operator using the
pan-sharpened image did not respect the shift of the roof against the building at height level of the
DTM, but this has the advantage of showing details of building mapping. The areas covered by
“forest” differ strongly, but this is more a question of definition because the shape “forest” presents
mainly open park areas not well separated from private gardens.
The locations of the streets differ, caused by the fact that the old city area has no curb stones and
the area of the streets is not well defined (figure 6, lower right). Even by ground survey it is not
easy to define the street boundaries. Some street connections are not easy to be seen, but also some
obvious mistakes have been made. In location A (figure 9) there are only not connected parking
places on both ends of the incorrectly plotted street. Quite more difficult it is with location B (figures 9 and 11) – the street in north-south direction is interrupted and only connected for pedestrian.
This becomes clearer in the WorldView-2 image from Google (figure 10) by parking cars. In
Google Maps and in Open Street Maps the north-south street is connected, but both maps are not
satisfying detailed. In location C the east-west street is separated by a wall from the north-south
street, this is correct in figure 9, but the street could be continued a little more. In location D the
east-west street correctly is continued, but not connected to the north-south street in the pansharpened mapping, while in the panchromatic map the street ends before.

Figure 10. Google WorldView-2 image

Figure 11: Pleiades pan-sharpened image

The street G is just a wall shadow and not a street, confirmed by Google Maps. Here the sun direction and nadir angle of the Google WorldView-2 image has no advantage against the Pleiades
image. In location F the east-west tie of the smaller north-south street with the larger north-south
street on right hand side is missing in the panchromatic mapping. This part is occluded by trees, the
Google WorldView-2 image shows the connection better, but this has nothing to do with resolution,
it only has something to do with different sun azimuth. By an independent mapping of the University Hannover the street 7 has not been mapped completely due to strong occlusion by trees, but this
street just has a width of only 4m. In the Google WorldView-2 image the street can be identified
better due to different view direction.
The reversed overlay in figure 9 lower right shows that in the panchromatic map more buildings
are missing as in the pan-sharpened map. An independent mapping by the Hannover University
identified more buildings in the panchromatic image, indicating that the main difference was caused
7
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by the operator. The missing building 1 in the pan-sharpened map (figure 9) is just a one floor high
building appendix where it can be discussed if it should be included in the map or not. With the
panchromatic image as well as with the pan-sharpened image a building has been mapped in location 2, but this is just a sport field with a wall on left side causing a shadow which may lead to such
a misidentification as it can be seen in figure 6. Building 3 seems just to be a parking area. Building
4 is just a small, low level house, partly occluded by trees – here the Google WorldView-2 image is
not helpful. Building 5 has been forgotten in the panchromatic mapping – it is simple to be recognized. Building 6 is a parking place which can be seen by the colour in the pan-sharpened image
and is not easy to be identified correctly in the panchromatic image.
The mentioned problems are well known from mapping with aerial images and have to be solved
by field check. It cannot be expected that these problems do not exist in case of mapping with
Pleiades images. The Google WorldView-2 image with effective 55cm GSD is not better as the
Pleiades image; it include only additional information because of different sun azimuth and elevation and a view direction closer to the nadir.
For mapping a standard deviation of approximately 0.25mm in the map scale is required corresponding to 1.25m or 2.5 GSD in relation to 0.5m GSD for the possible map scale 1:5000. Figure 9
shows the discrepancies of two independent data acquisition. If the building height would be respected, no problems with this standard deviation would exist. The discrepancies of the street location are not optimal, but this is caused by no sharp definition of the object itself (figure 6, lower
right).
5. Conclusion
The analyzed Pleiades image with zoomed 50cm GSD has a radiometric quality corresponding to
other space images with originally 50cm geometric resolution. The bias corrected RPC-orientation
has reached sub-pixel accuracy according to the quality of the ground control point definition.
Mapping based on on-screen digitizing is not supported by stereoscopic view causing few misidentifications of parking places with buildings especially in the panchromatic image. The additional effort of mapping the roofs and shifting the polygons to the ground location of the buildings
also has to be done in case of stereoscopic mapping because of occlusions. Colour images are
speeding up the data acquisition and make it a little more reliable, but with black and white images
and careful acquisition similar results can be achieved. Mentioned individual problems of object
identification mainly by vegetation occlusions also occur with aerial images having higher resolution. In general the details of maps based on Pleiades images are corresponding to a map scale of
1:5000 or even slightly larger. Finally no difference between mapping with Pleiades images and
digital aerial images with similar ground resolution exist. Analogue aerial images only can be compared on the base of at least 20µm for a pixel size.
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